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Rioting continues
BELFAST, Northern Ireland (AP)
- Catholic rioters hurled gasoline
bombs at police and British troops
yesterday in support of Bobby Sands,
the jailed IRA guerrilla reported so
emaciated by 60 days of fasting he
was put in a water bed and taped to
keep his bones from breaking through
his skin.
The rioters set fire to a tobacco factory and furniture warehouse but
firemen extinguished the flames and
security forces dispersed the mobs
with plastic bullets. There was no immediate report of injuries in the clash
in northern Belfast.
Sands, recently elected to British
Parliament, is in prison on a
weapons possession conviction. He is
on a hunger strike in a bid to force the
British government to grant jailed
Irish Republican Army guerrillas
rights that would give them political
status.
PRESS ASSOCIATION, Britain's
domestic news agency, said Pope
John Paul II's personal emissary, the
Rev. John Magee, met with Sands for
a second time in a hospital wing at the
Maze Prison in an effort to get him to
call off his hunger strike. But confirmation was not immediately
available.
Magee visited Sands at the Maze for
one hour Tuesday night and returned
to the prison yesterday after meeting
with Britain's top minister in Nor-

Consumer advocate Ralph Nader spoke last night to about 1,200 people
In the Grand Ballroom. During his speech, Nader attacked Reagan's

staff photo by Dale Omori
economic policy and stressed the Importance ol educating students so
they can survive In the turbulent economy.

Nader attacks consumer rip-offs
by Kim Van Wert
assistant managing editor

We are in the midst of an "anti
citizen rights administration,"
shielded by humor and smiles,
Ralph Nader, consumer advocate,
told a crowd of about 1,200 in the
Grand Ballroom last night.
He accused the Reagan administration of "letting its dirty
linen hang out," and more
specifically, attacked Congressman Delbert Latta (R-OH) as
having the worst anti-consumer
voting record in the country.
"He (Latta) has the ability to
sweet talk people with sugary proposals," Nader said, referring to
Latta's budget request that "strips
the poor of many necessities, but
leaves the rich with their wasteful
subsidies."

He accused the Ohio representative of favoring the interest of big
oil corporations, calling him the
"pride of Exxon."
CONGRESS has pushed for .the
decontrol of oil and gas produced in
the United States, which has
resulted in OPEC prices - prices
that have quadrupled since 1976, he
said.
The federal government is saying
to OPEC and Exxon, "Blow up all
you want, monopolize all you want.
We'll look the other way," he said.
The automobile industry also has
been a culprit in the American
dollar scam.
"The auto companies make you
pay whether the grill pattern (on
the auto) grimaces one year or
grins another," he said. Instead of
improving auto safety, money was

syphoned into design.
The auto industry's tendency to
lift safety regulations when the sale
curve went down prompted Nader
to become involved in a fight for
further regulations.
TODAY, A greater sensitivity
prevails in human technology, he
said.
"I think idealogy is the first step
to not thinking at all," he said,
stressing the necessity of being a
selective, yet aggressive consumer.
"We must realize what education
is all about," he said. "It is more
than memorizing, regurgitation
and vegetation."
Political science courses should
relate more to issues of power, he
added.
And the automobile was able to
be sold through a "stylistic orgy"
because no one asked about the

merits of the cars, he said, noting
that "unless you are of the assertive nature, you will get ripped
off."
"THE CONSUMER side does not
have much of a voice," he said,
"but is surrounded by billions of
advertisements of sellers' viewpoints."
"People will drive to a (car)
dealer singing, 'We are driven',"
he said.
But there are business opportunities on the consumer side, he
said.
"A whole new information
system has opened up and there is
data there that has not be collected," he said. "Information
systems people want to know how
they can give people what they
want."
continued on page 3

thern Ireland, Secretary of State
Humphrey Atkins, who told him Britain would not grant Sands' demands.
SINN FEIN, the IRA's political
wing, said Sands, who has twice
received the last rites of the Roman
Catholic Church, was "extremely
weak" and could die "at any moment."
Meanwhile, civil defense committees sprang up in both Catholic and
Protestant areas of this British provincial capital and mapped emergency plans for first-aid stations and
evacuation centers should Sands die
and widespread violence break out.
Shopkeepers in Catholic areas
reported a rush on milk and canned
foods, and stores in West Belfast said
they were sold out of bread.
POLICE SAID four men burst into
Belfast's Hospital for Sick Children in
the Catholic Falls Road area and fled
with bundles of bandages.
Belfast's Transport Authority moved buses from its three main depots,
fearing they would be used as rioting
barricades.
Police also continued to round up
Sands' supporters under emergency
powers. A spokesman for Fein said 60
activists were being held.
British security officials claimed
the arrests have curbed the guerrillas' offensive capability but conceded they were still capable of inflicting
great damage.

Curfew may be linked
to Atlanta adult deaths
ATLANTA (AP) - Fear and a strict
curfew are keeping lone children off
the streets of this city where 26 young
blacks have been slain. And that may
be why four of the most recent victims
have been adults, Public Safety Commissioner Lee Brown said yesterday.
"We find there are indeed less
children on our streets by virtue of the
curfew and by virtue of the educational process," Brown said at a news
conference.
"We also see the police officers who
are patrolling the streets 24 hours a
day They're saying children are walking in groups, not in ones as often was
the case before," Brown said.
CITY COUNCIL WOMAN Carolyn
Banks, who proposed the dusk-todawn curfew for children 14 and
younger, said, "I think that because of
the non-availability of children on the
streets the killer or killers are moving
on to child-like adults. I would hope
they take heed at the way the trend is
turning and would be extra careful."
Brown said adult victims posed an
additional headache for investigators
because it was more difficult to verify
if they had been abducted.
"An example - we've been carrying
a 21-year-old as a missing person;
we've been looking for him," Brown
said.

"Well, he was well and sound and
working. He failed to call home. He's
21 and there is no reason for him to
check in. He did not know anyone was
worried and concerned about him, so
that does present another variable."
BROWN SAID investigators are
checking reports that some of the four
adult victims knew some of the
younger victims, but so far police
have not verified reports.
The most recent victim, Jimmy
Ray Payne, 21, his body clad only in
undershorts, was pulled from the
Chatahoocher River on Monday.
Medical examiners ruled Tuesday
that he probably died of asphyxiation,
the same cause of death as 14 other
victims.
Besides the four adults, all of them
small in stature, 22 black children
have been slain in the past 21 months
and one child, 10-year-old Darron
Glass, remains missing.
A SPECIAL police task force has
been investigating the crimes. The
Federal Bureau of Investigation is
working with the task force and also
conducting a separate probe.
FBI agent Roy Klanger said in
Tampa, Fla., on Tuesday that agents
in the Atlanta investigation have requested information from mental
hospitals in several states.

Key witness in Bowers murder trial testifies she saw blood on defendants
from a fight the morning Bowers was
stabbed. She also saw Thompson
washing a knife, she said, but she
Juanita Gonzales told a Wood Coun- didn't see the knife's handle.
ty Common Pleas Court Jury yesterday that she saw blood on Arthur
Richard Neller, Oviedo's attorney,
Oviedo's white shirt the morning claimed Roy Garcia, another person
Stephen Bowers was stabbed.
whom Gonzales said was with Oviedo
Oviedo, 17, of Perrysburg, and Ed- and Thompson that night, did all the
ward VUlarreal, 16, of 18330 Brim stabbing.
Road, Lot #343, are charged with
murdering' Bowers Nov. 16, 1980
BOWERS WAS stabbed four times,
behind the Uptown Bar where he once on each side of his chest and
worked. Bowers was a 19-year-old twice In the abdomen. Dr. Roger
University student from Canton, Ohio. Peatee, Wood County coroner, said.
Gonzales said Oviedo and Brian The wound on Bowers' right side could
Thompson, who will be tried May 18 have been enough to kill him. Peatee
for Bowers' death, washed their hands said, explaining that the right lung
in the kitchen sink at her sister-in- was punctured and collapsed as the
law's apartment after coming back air seeped out of it.
by Mildred Corey
News reporter

Bowers lost so much blood that he
needed 40 pints-the largest amount
anyone has been given in Wood County Hospital, Peatee said.
Garcia has been charged with
murder and a warrant has been issued
for his arrest, but there is no indictment against him yet. Garcia has
disappeared from Bowling Green,
Neller said.

knocked at the door of her sister-inlaw Maria Gonzales' apartment
"Keith (Thompson) was standing at
the door with his hands held up. He
had blood stains over his hands,"
Juanita said, adding, "Keith said he
got a guy In the left side twice."

THAT NIGHT, Oviedo was wearing
black pants and a white shirt stained
with blood, Juanita said. Maria said
Betty Montgomery, Wood County Oviedo had blood streaked on the front
prosecutor, said Garcia, who is at of his shirt and VUlarreal had blood on
large, can't be Indicted until he is Ms brown pants and cream colored
bound over to the county court shirt.
because he is a Juvenile.
University student Ramone Lianas
Gonzales, who was subpoenaed to
court, said she was expecting her hus- said he was with Maria and Juanita
band back when Thompson, Oviedo, when Oviedo, VUlarreal and the four
VUlarreal, Garcia, and two other men others came by. Lianas said the blood

on Oviedo's shirt looked as if someone she asked them to leave her aparthad wiped his finger across it.
ment, and she quoted Thompson as
saying, "If we get caught, Eddie and
LLANAS SAID he heard Ovied|, Jimmy (VUlarreal and Oviedo) are
VUlarreal and the four others talking going to be the ones to go down for it,
about what had happened, but he to get caught"
couldn't recognize which person said David Grey, a Bowling Green police
what.
officer, testified that he saw another
"The guy (Bowers) should have officer pick up a red folding knife in a
known better than to mess with us. We white handkerchief between the
really got him good....He shouldn't dumpsters behind Uptown the mornhave been messing around with us. ing Bowers was stabbed.
That little red knife sure did come in
handy," Lianas quoted them as saying.
"THE KNIFE was unfolded and the
blade had been broken off," Grey
Juanita
said
Thompson said, adding that an officer found a
demonstrated how he stabbed a man. broken blade nearby and the tip apBoth Maria and Lianas said Villar- peared to be blood-stained. No blood
real's hands were shaking. Maria said was on the handkerchief, he said.
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Opinion
we don't print rumors Health Center misprescribes drug

W tones and allegations
allppatinns have
havp circulated
rirrulflted around ramnus
Stories
campus
ever since the Phi Delta Theta fraternity was suspended from University activities April 14. The administration
did not and has not given a specific reason for the suspension.
We have been flocked with letters and phone calls as to
why we "haven't covered" these stories. We have accurately reported the information that has been confirmed
by officials. We do not believe it is our duty to report
rumors or make inferences in our articles, although some
area newspapers have done so.
No statement has been made by University officials as to
whether the fraternity suspension and the dismissal of a
Phi Delta Theta fraternity member, for his involvement in
hazing and sexual harassment involving a University
woman, are related. Nor has there been any official connection made between the fraternity suspension and an
alleged sexual assault of a University woman, which some
newspapers have inferred.
The administration has kept the matter low key, probably because of legalities. Tuesday's dismissal of the
fraternity member was released only after the student's attorney made the announcement public.
To our knowledge, no charges have been filed against
anyone and this is probably one reason why the administration is treading lightly in its investigation. But because the
rumors and stories are prevailing and perhaps convicting
persons without first proving them guilty, straight forward
answers are needed.

^"^

Now, I know what you're thinking:
anoth r letter getting down on the
University; specifically, the Health
Center. But give me a chance, Til do
my best to make it interesting for you.
I went to the Health Center, Tuesday, April 21, because Iliad been feeling very run down and running up a
temperature since the previous
Thursday. The preliminaries went
rather rapidly and after a few minutes
I was seated in a nameless doctor's
room. So far, so good.
Doctor: Tired, eh?
Me: Yup. Joints hurt, too.
D: Uh huh. Open please.
M: This gland on my throat is really
swollen, but it doesn't hurt when I
swallow.
D: Uh huh. Well, it could be mono or
strep, so we'll run some blood tests for
mono first
So, off I go to the lab for a blood test.
No problem. Ten minutes later I was
back in the doctor's office.
D: Uh, yea. Looks like mono. See
these numbers? They should be the
same. But, one's high and the other's
a little low.
M: Yea.
D. So, we'll put you on some

Focus
William Laxton
University student
penicillin and ask you to avoid contact
sports. You're not contagious, but it is
communicable if you pass saliva. So
watch the kissing and keep an eye on
your glass.
M: Right, Doc.
So, I headed back to the room with
drugs in my pocket and the prospect
of missing the Softball season
weighing heavily on my mind.
After an hour or so of mono horror
stories from my hallmates, I decided
it might be wise to inform those paying for my trip to the University. After
three collect phone calls, I received
one from the female side of my
parents.
Mom: I just talked to your doctor.
He wants to know a couple of things.
Me: I don't think I got it from
anybody...

Mom: Just listen. Did the doctor up
there check your spleen?
Me: Nope.
Mom: Your liver?
Me: Nope.
Mom: Come home. He has to see
you.
And so, off I go at S p.m. Tuesday,
for the two-and-a-half-hour trip to
Dayton.
The next day found me in my doctor's office at an hour too early to
mention.
My Doctor: Open please.
Me: Algh.
MD: My, my! That's pretty enough
to frame. Lay down please.
After checking the parts that should
have been checked up here, he explained the problem.
MD: The reason your liver and
spleen need to be checked is that they
can enlarge and become very susceptible to any pressure placed on them.
The spleen can burst
Me: Good deal.
Md: Your mother mentioned the
doctor up there prescribed something.
Me: Yea. Penicillin.
MD: Huh?
Me: Penicillin. 250 mg.

MD: I find that rather hard to
believe. Mono is a virus. Penicillin
would do nothing for it. In fact uh,
how many pills have you taken?
ME: Three, why?
MD: Well, when a person has mono,
his entire body is in a weakened state.
By taking penicillin when it has
nothing to do, as when a person has a
virus, it preys on helpful bacteria in
the lungs. I imagine if you were to
have finished that bottle of pills you
would have done some serious
damage to your lungs. Even more so
in your weakened state.
Me: No shoot?
MD: No shoot
Well, I took the remainder of the
week home and came back Sunday,
just to see if I can make it through.
Besides, I missed the food.
I don't believe I can type the true
words that come to mind about what
could have happened to me if I had
continued on that medication. I simply hope that something happens to someone who has the guts to sue the
University via the "Health" Center.
Maybe then they would see the way to
hiring a full-time doctor.

Human Life Bill concerns freedom

Our country has been developed
since the beginning on the concept of
freedom, "land of the free" as it were.
Throughout our lives and before, the
U.S. has stood for this freedom.

Now there is an amendment which
threatens to take our freedom away,
the Human life Amendment.
What is the Human Life Amendment you might ask? It is an ethical
belief which states that the fetus is a
human being from the moment of conception. Therefore abortion is the killing of a human life and anyone who is
responsible for an-abortion is tantamount to murder.
It is an anti-abortion amendment If
it passes women who have abortions
can be tried for murder, along with
their doctors. A pregnant woman
must not do anything which endangers this "human life'.'
There was a Focus in the News, last
week, that was written by a student
lifer who states that sexually active

Focus
Guldal Caba
University student

people should use birth control. I
wholeheartedly agree that people
who do not want children should take
precautions against pregnancy. But,
under this amendment certain forms
of birth control will be illegal which
does not leave much choice.
Many women cannot use a
diaphram, and other forms such as inserts, foams and jellies with condoms
are not reliable.
Must women subject themselves to
danger? I ask you to think of the
young teenage girl who is not taught
about contraceptives and who is a normal sexual being. What if she
becomes pregnant? Must she ruin her

life because of others' attitudes and
beliefs?
Under the new amendment there
will be no exception for rape and incest victims. The fetus is innocent,
they claim, so why should it be punished? Statistics show that 25 percent of
all incest victims become pregnant
Seventeen percent of reported rape
victims have the chance of becoming
pregnant but do not because of the
morning-after pill which will become
illegal under this amendment.
This is not just an abortion issue. It
is the issue of freedom, for men as
well as for women. If this amendment
passes, it may be only the first step
backwards into time. I believe as
William Walsh, a health policy adviser to Reagan, believes, "I personally would be against a Constitutional amendment banning abortion.
It's not the kind of issue that belongs
in the Constitution any more than an
amendment to prohibit smoking
does."
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Letters.
Pro-nuclearist defends
government subsidies
In a recent letter, ( April 23,1961),
Paul Banas stated that the reason
nuclear power is inexpensive is
because it receives heavy subsidies to
keep the costs "artificially low."
He bases his reasoning from an unpublished Department of Energy
study that puts federal subsidies for
nuclear power since its beginnings $40
million. However, the official version
of the study puts the total at the considerably lower amount of $12.8
billion.
The higher figure was based on an
unreleased draft version of the study.
Commenting on the unpublished version in "The Atomic Industrial
Forum" (March 1981), the DOE says
"It is neither an estimate of program
expenditures nor of a federal subsidy
to the existing commercial nuclear
power industries." For example, the
preliminary report included military

nuclear programs which the study
said benefited civilian nuclear power
only indirectly.
Nuclear power is by far not the only
energy source to receive federal funding. For example, since its inception,
oil has received $80 billion, hydroelectric power $17 billion, natural gas $15
billion and coal $7 billion (which
doesn't even include the $1 billion
a year for black lung benefits).
Therefore nuclear power is still the
most economical energy source with
each year being more cost-effective
than the previous one.
Another benefit of nuclear power is
that it can lower our dependence on
more expensive sources of fuel Currently 13.5 percent of our electricity is
generated by oil, another 14.7 percent
by natural gas, both being very expensive methods of generating electricity. Thus, another 28 percent of our
energy could by produced by substantially cheaper nuclear power.
Whether these percentages are
significant or not is up to each person's own interpretation.
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As Banas indicates, we don't want
to burden future generations with an
unsolvable problem. Nuclear power
is a solution to the biggest energy problem we will have to face, that of
dwinding conventional energy
sources.
JlmSimler
7814th St.

Generalizations lead
to shallow-mindedness
In reference to C.A. Dubielak's
Focus on Tuesday, April 28 concerning the greek system.
You might find it interesting to note
that your use of generalizations to
chastise the greek system are also
employed by bigots who promulgate,
advocate and perpetuate the same
sexism and racism which you condemn.
Your condemnation of the entire
greek system is based on the alleged
actions of a few greek members and
fallacious generalization. Your willingness to judge the whole system on
the alleged actions and attitudes of a
few explains to me why shallowmindedness to still a part of the world.

racism, sexism and the like as you
stated. Within the past few years,
many greek chapters have restructured their pledging programs to
eliminate such actions as you
describe. You are tearing down the
entire system based on the actions of a
few individuals.
Also, if we promote racism, why is
it that the Lambda Oil's and Theta
Chi's both have black members in a
predominantly white fraternity? We
have open arms to anyone who can
prove themselves to be respectful individuals.
You also mentioned "the segregation of an economic class." That's
ridiculous. I, myself, am from a lower
middle class family as many other of
my greek brothers are. Many of us
work Just to stay in school.
I would like to know how you contrived some of your Ideas, especially
the one about power. You make It
seem as though we are takingflver the
world. Independent students have just
as much opportunity to run for SG A
and other offices as greeks. Maybe
you forgot that we are all students
first Any individual who Joins a
fraternity just to achieve power to
surely a loser, for he or she will never
know the meaning of being a greek.

devastating statements. Sororities
and fraternities on this campus enjoy
fundraising events. The basketball
marathon, Beta 500, and minimarathon are all excellent philanthropy projects. Can you raise as
much money as them? Would you
dedicate that much time in organizing
a charity event as these greek people
surely have? It sounds to me that you
base your Ideas of altruism on a dollar
sign.
I am not attemping to cut down your
character, but rather enlighten you on
a subject you seem to know little
about.
Dubielak, our "promise of haven
and stifling struggle to power" is
merely a poor excuse for your ignorance.
K. Guldo Fatica
Co responding Secretary
Lambda Chi Alpha
17 Rodgen

Frat member invites
Dubielak to lunch

After reading your focus in the
News on April 28, C.A. Dubielak, I
wondered how long you have been
paranoid about the greek system.
I found your comments about our
We the greek members do not concharity events to be one of the most done any Inhumane or disgusting acts

MJcbeal John Guju
Sigma No Fraternity DOONESBURY
Sat 8th St Apt 7

Ignorant insights slap
greek system in face
C.A. Dubielak, you have much to
learn about the greek system. I found
your comments to be very one-sided
and written with a little ignorance.
Your insights not only offended me,
but were a slap in the face for the
whole greek system.
We do not encourage immorality,
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committed by one of our brothers or
sisters. It is sad when an "individual"
to accused of such actions and then an
entire system is labeled by a narrowminded, personal opinion.
What about non- greek members
who provoke similar infractions
against the University Code, but are
never mentioned In the News? Are
.these members exempt from ridicule
because they are part of your code of
morality (because they aren't greek).
. . These questions can only be
answered by you.
We do not generalize about independents as you do about greeks.
Before I close, I would like to prove
to you that greeks can make friends
outside of our so-called ". . .social
system which supplies entertainment,
popularity and shelter for those who
are unable or unwilling to take the
chance of making friends on their
own."
In proving my point, I am extending
a luncheon invitation to you to discuss
your negative feelings about fraternities and sororities. To prove to you
that my mysterious "greek power"
will not overwhelm you, I will let you
pick up the luncheon bill, if you
choose.
P.S. Don't hesitate to call!!
Craig R.Koch
Sigma Nu

by Garry Trudeau
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Senior citizens develop unique tie
with students in classes, programs

BGLog.
THERE WILL BE A MEMORIAL MASS FOR ANTHONY CORSIGUA today at 7:30 p.m. in St. Thomas
More Chapel. There also will be prayers for others injured in the accident

by Phil Drake
New* reporter

VANESSA WALKER, A GRADUATE COMPOSER
IN MUSIC, will hold a recital today at 8 p.m. in Bryan
Recital Hall, Musical Arts Center. Guest performers include members of the orchestra, Jean DeMart, Jazz
Lab Band II and the University Gospel Choir.
APPLICATIONS FOR BOOTHS at Good Times
Weekend, May 16, should be returned to the UAO office
on the third floor of the Union before Monday.

Newsbriefs.
Sexual harassment noted
Dr. Michael Ferrari, provost and executive vice
president, confirmed yesterday that Mark Winston, a
Phi Delta Tfaeta, was dismissed for eight quarters for
sexual harassment and hazing involving a University
woman during the weekend of April 44.
The News reported yesterday that the dismissal was
for hazing, with no mention of sexual harassment.
Myron Chenault, associate vice president of legal
staff and contract relations, said any criminal charges
against Winston would be left up to the Wood County
prosecutor.
Winston was dismissed after a hearing on April 24
with Dean of Students Donald Ragusa and subsequent
report to Ferrari.

Accident victims stable
The conditions of the three persons injured in a car accident early Sunday morning are unchanged.
Michael Walsh, 20, of Centerville, is reported in
serious condition at the Medical College of Ohio
Hospital at Toledo.
Timothy O'Rourke, 19, of Dayton, a University
sophomore, remains in fair condition at Wood County
Hospital. Sandra Durrant, 24, of Toledo, is also in fair
condition at St. Vincent's Hospital in Toledo.
Durrant, O'Rourke and Walsh were injured in the
same crash in which University sophomore Anthony
Corsiglia, 19, of Parenton, N.Y., was killed. Corsiglia,
Durrant and Walsh were pushing their car, which had
apparently run out of gas, down N. Main Street when
they were hit from behind.

Progress brought us a Christinas tree and the
greeks are using us as their fund raiser for this
year," Van Asdale said.
Students in a college town often have been "We get interns from the University who come
labeled as unruly by the residents, and Bowling in. The senior citizens really like the kids. It's
Green is no exception
like a big family," she said. "They (the senior
"I've hung around a lot of young people. Some citizens) distinguish between the kids that come
get a 'ittle mischieveous, but that's a sign of in here and the kids that do bad things," she said.
growing up," Matilda Davis, a 71-year-old Senior citizens also are given the opportunity to
housewife from Portage, said.
get to know students on a more personal basis
"Kids are not any worse today than they've while they take classes at the University through
ever been," Davis said, and added, "I don't like the Senior Adult Grants in Education program.
being around old people. I like being around SAGE was started in 1976 when a state law was
young people."
passed requiring colleges and universities to offer senior citizens classes on a space availability
MARIE TITUS 75, a retired store manager, basis.
agrees.
"CURRENTLY we have 11 people over 60
"Bowling Green has a lot of nice kids running years old enrolled in the SAGE program here,"
around. They're all right with me.
Lorene Malanowski, director of noncredit pro"When I hear people complain about the grams for continuing education, said.
students, I remember that people will complain "We usually have about 14 senior citizens per
about anything," she said.
quarter," said Malanowski, who is also a career
Ruth Loomis, 88, a retired piano teacher, is not counselor at the center for continued learning.
as happy with the younger generation. "There She added that senior citizens often are concernare some good ones (students) and some bad ed about taking the college courses because they
ones," she said.
have not been on a college campus for many
"The Senior Citizens Center has a lot of their years.
functions Thursday nights and I don't like walk- "A lot of them take the arts classes," Sharon
ing uptown then," she said. "I also find a lot of Wilhelm, secretary at the continued learning
empty beer bottles in my yard during center, said. "We usually get new ones (senior
weekends."
citizens) coming in. It goes down a little winter
But Dona Van Asdale, activities director of the quarter because many of the people don't like to
Wood County Senior Citizens Center, 305 N. Main be out driving in the winter weather."
St, said because the center is located in Bowling A lot of the people who take SAGE courses find
Green, it provides many advantages for Wood them enjoyable, Malanowski said.
County's 10,000 senior citizens.
"It gives them a chance to interact with the
"THE UNIVERSITY is extremely useful as far students," she said. "A lot of times they develop
as senior citizens are concerned. Volunteers in friendships with students in their classes."

Nader.

from page 1

Consumer control businesses is one alternative. A chartered network has been proposed,
whereby the viewing audience would have control over one hour of what they watch on television.
"People should control what they own," Nader
said. "But people's money ends up being invested for a handful of corporate executives.
"You own most of the oil ground (in the U.S.),"
he told the attentive audience. "Your land is called federal land by convenience.

"You own it, you control it for the benefit of
future generations."
People should be more conscious of their roles
as consumers, he stressed again.
"If 50,000 people say they don't count, they fill a
vacuum that specialized interest groups will
fill," he said. "Take your conscious to work with
you in an essence of patriotism to improve the
country and set a model for the rest of the
world."

■»e»e»«»a»^e>a»*a»a»a»a»e»o—

Volunteers- In-Progress
would like to thank
its board:

D TIMES WEEKEND BOOTH APPLICATIONS

1 FREE POP

Applications for Booths must be submitted by Hey 4
Information Meeting- May 7 - 6 |ftn - Ttft Room

with the purchase of any small pizza
fl«k For It When Ordering

I

staff photo by AI Fuchs
Gladys Clark and Sid Stone spent part of their Wednesday afternoon dancing at the Bowling Green Senior Citizens Center, 305 N.
Main Street. They were among a group of 30 dancers.

GoodfiiMS Weekend if College Park

Sit. May 16tb

Arlene Hunter
Dave Weinandy
Becky Gerber

pg&Wta

Barb Silleck

352-5166

Mary Beth Leo
^

Super Summer Rentals

ONE COUPON PER

BETAl

i«»«>«»«>«»»e»e>«>«»oi

{PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO!

803-815 Eighth Street (model apartment is 803-5)
Two bedroom apartments. New carpeting, single
bath, gas heat with air conditioning available.
Laundry facilities In each building for your
convenience. Furnished and unfurnished units
available. Special price $150.00 per month plus
electric.

PHONE 352-9370

„t

9:00-4:30

APARTMENT COMPLEXES

516 E. Merry Avenue (model apartment is #18)
Two bedroom apartments with carpeting,
dishwashers and garbage disposal. Special price
$150.00 plus electric.

Haven House
Piedmont Aprts.-8th 81 High St.
Buckeye House -649 Sixth St.
Birchwcod Place-650 Sixth St.
Meadowlark-818 Seventh St.
Small Bldgs. -Between 6th & 7th St.

Frazee Avenue Apartments - 818 Thurstin, 624,
656 A 670 Frazee Avenue (model apart. 818-4)
There are some units that are 2 bedroom and
some units that are 1 large dormer style
bedroom. The dormer style units are NEW. All
units will hold up to 4 students. They are
carpeted with 2 baths and furnished. Special
price $150.00 plus electric.

•
•
•
•
•

FEATURES
2 Bedroom-Furnished
Gas Heat & Alr-Conditioning
Laundry Area in Each Building
Tenants Pay Electric Only
Lots of Closet Space

Ridge Manor Apartments - 519 Ridge Street
(model apartment is #24) $150.00 per month
Includes utilities.

httft

835 HIGH ST.-RENTAL OFFICE

•
•
•
•
•
•

This offer expires May 8.
MAURERGREEN RENTALS
224 E. Wooster Street
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
352-0717

BETA MANIA

Pizza

Expires May 20, 1981

SPECIAL FEATURES
• All residents have use of year round pool
with large game party room, kitchen, huge
fireplace. Ping pong, pool table, pin ball
machines.
OTHER RENTALS
• Houses, efficiencies, 1 bdrm.
• Furnished & Unfurnished

1
BETA 500
SATURDAY, MAY 2
Union Oval at 12:30
ALSO
Beta 500 Happy Hours
Friday May 1 4:30-T
off two Dota House
707 Sixfh Stroot

CANOEING TRIP
Sunday, May W &00 tjti. leave Oval
'8 for canoeng and MMpMMM due upon ogn-uf In (M0 office
n 3 hour canoe ride

"500" Queen and Teams Will Bo Announced
VOTE for Your Queen TODAY in the Union Foyer
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Poet experiences suffering of nuclear bomb survivors in Japan
by Scott Seek
Newi raportar
"To grow a cemetery I shall need seeds," cried the
nurserymen, War, smoothing his soiled garden gloves.
And we believed hlm-"He protects us-iust like we want our
daddies to..." And so we sowed Our sons.

BG NEWS
SALESPERSON
OF THE WEEK

These are the words of Gene Knudsen Hoffman,
pastoral counselor and world traveler who spoke about
her recent visit to Hiroshima and Nagasaki at the United
Christian Fellowship Church yesterday.
Hoffman spent three months visiting peace groups in
western Europe, Japan, and the Middle East.
"I was interested in seeing how people responded to
suffering," Hoffman said. "The way Hlroshimans have
responded to suffering is something I've never experienced before.

"I saw among these people no desire for revenge and no
bitterness. They have only compassion for us."
THEIR MESSAGE is that they do not want anyone else
to experience nuclear holocaust, Hoffman said.
"We discover within ourselves compassion for those
who commit violent acts, and this compassion leads us to
help them," she said. "This is the way the Hibakusha
(atomic bomb survivors) feel about us.

214 Napoleon Road
Bowling Qr^o. Ohio 362-1115

UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
NOW LEASING
Efficiency, 1 Bedroom or 2 Bedroom, Furnished
or Unfurnished

Hoffman, whose trip was sponsored by a peace
organization known as the Fellowship of Reconciliation,
said she wanted to find out what kinds of non-violent actions are taking place around the world and bring them
back to the United States.

CAMPUS MANOR
(Next to Sterling Milk & Dorsey Drugs)

SUMMER RENTALS
SPECIAL RATES
Furnished-Cable TV-A/C

Congratulations!

"I went to places where there was the most suffering,"
she said. "I became a kind of link between people to let
people know there is hope."

MODELS OPEN-COME AND SEE FROM 9-5
• Qas Heat, resident pays electric
• Stove and Refrigerator, Disposal
• Redecorated, carpet and new drapes
• All Residents have use of Party Room.
Fireplace, Pool Tables, Pin Ball Machines.
• Laundry Facilities, Swimming Pool

Phone 352-9302
or
352-7365
(EVENINGS)

nnDDDDDnnnnDnDannnnnDn
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LATE MODEL
USED PARTS

C^EE<\VEE< 01

MAY 5
MAY 6
MAY 7

PHILANTHROPY

Phi Kappa Psi
H Proudly Presents their H
§
Spring 1981
§

AUTO PARTS, INC
GUARANTEED PRE-CHECKED

MAY 5 MAY 9

H Lil Sis Pledge Class □°

FOR ALL CARS

B
□

1-3pj*

PRESIDENTS RECEPTION

7-9p^

EXCHANGE DINNER

Spm

GREEK GAMES

5:30pm

MAY 8 MISS'BG'SUPRELIMINARIES
MAY 9 **£*.
AU-STARGAMES
VARIETY SHOW

MILLER TUG Of WAR
CLOSING CEREMONIES
MISS BGSU SCHOLARSHIP
PAGEANT

-AUTOMAa

*

.HflMINM

-MU»C*»»

• MRM

□D

10% DISCOUNT WITH UNIVERSITY I.D.
FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY, & STAFF

691-2433

<3$&

5D

□
D
□

6pm

o—«
1pm
4 30p.m.

D

a

EYSTONE

1367 MIAMI ST.

D

Sandy Alexander

Shannon Clark

Lezlee Balfe

Mary Gaertner

Kelly Berton

Teresa Graber

Tracy Kaurich

□

I 75 ■ MUM 51 EXIT
ueimm* mm

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

DDDDDDnnnDDDDDDDnaDDnD

20 MIN. FROM BG <"■■-»

7pm

ybutA Sldk

Hair Repair
■

135 S BYRNE RD

"Celebrating the years post
by making improvements for
the years to come"
• Class of 1981 Student Financial Aid
Loan Fund
• Donor Choice
( each 50% of total amount pledged)
Join the Celebration and
Help Reach Our $45,000 Goal!
Senior Giving Week, May 4-8

1981

Thursday flight:
LvJ L=M=1 I iJM efSISfl 11 TO
no cover uu/ college I.D.
featuring music by
IOO% BPflD
SENIOR
CHALLENGE
'81

*fygS&> M.W.

UNIVERSITIES
RUGBY CUP
Sat
May 2
10-5

i$

With this od
get o precision haircut
for S10.00

The film was confiscated by the United States government and parts were used for a military training film to
teach soldiers how to fight.
Hoffman received an original copy from a Japanese
friend and brought it back with her.
"This is only part of reality," Hoffman said about the
film "This hope is still there."

REDUCED
SUMMER RATES
One Block
From Campus
Newlove Realty, Inc.
352-5163

VCN

Good through the month
of May!
University Plaza

352-2566
.

Travel to tl?e Renaissance Copter

Sat., May 23, 1981, 7 am to 5 pm
$9 per student
Have time to tour the center, shop,
have lunch
Sign-ups through May 1st
in UAO office

MissB.G.S.U.
Scholarship Pageant
* Preliminaries May 8 at 8 p.m.
Tickets- $1.00 for students
$2.50 for non-students

BGSU Stadium

HOFFMAN PRESENTED a film along with her program entitled, "Hiroshima: The Bombing of a City,"
which showed film clippings from the aftermath of the
bombing.

rfr*OT?

soys
Thanks for a Good Year!

?%>cldn' Toledo

Hoffman said there is discrimination against the
Hibakusha. "There is no government aid in Japan for
atomic bomb survivors," she said. "The government
does not want to admit that atom bomb survivors exist"
HOFFMAN SAID she met one man who tried to teach
young people In Japan the dangers of nuclear weapons.
"But the government now forbids teaching of the
dangers of nuclear war in schools, because the Japanese
government wants to be an atomic power," she said.

yEADOW VIEW COURT APARTMENTS

RAY
(sizeable)
SZALAY

"Some people did not lose their humanity in this situation. These are people who made prior choices to be
human, and this humanity stayed with them throughout
the terrible period that destroyed their society."

* Finals May 9 at 7 p.m.
Tickets- $1.50 for students
$3.50 for non-students

Alpha Gam
Beta Team!

People Count...
the Diamond
Difference!
Pay by Phone NOW
and our VISA card.
No minimum balance.
No service charges.
Only at Diamond.
Monday Tr.ur.day t 00 am 5 00 pm
Friday » 00 am I 00 pm
Saturday I 00 am-12:M pm

linois: Miami, Xavier, Iowa Purdue, Bowling Green, Ripon,
Mankato, Cincinnati, Ohio State,Michigan, Palmer,

DIAMOND SAVNGS
AND LOAN COMPANY

Tickets Available in 425 Student Services

Stevens Point .Minnesota, Wittenberg, Eastern Winois
**********

• A W1*

18. %B

735 South Mu»n El
Bowling Oraan. Ohio «MB2
14111 »2 TSJa
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Development Bank meets in Hawaii
HONOLULU (AP) - The Asia
Development Bank, set up 15 years
ago to better Asian and Pacific nations economically and socially,
meets on American soil for the first
time this week, emphasizing its worries over declining U.S. foreign aid.
In the past, the United States has set
the pace for contributions to the ADB.
But with the Reagan administration's
announced plans to review U.S.
foreign aid, there is now concern
about future cuts in aid - and that
such cuts would be mirrored among
the bank's 16 other donor members,
including 14 in Europe and North

White minority elect South Africa leader

ment of the Asian Development Fund,
due to run low on funds in 1962, and an
increase in the bank's ordinary
capital to cover conventional loans for
the four-year period beginning in 1963.
The Manila-based bank provides
two main types of assistance.
The Asian Development Fund is the
"soft-lending" arm of the bank. It
makes so-called concessional loans to
Asia's poorest nations, loans which
typically carry no interest charges
and require only an annual service
TWO MATTERS are to be discussed charge of 1 percent Bangladesh and
by the 43 national representatives on Burma were the largest borrowers
the board of governors: replenish- from the fund in 1960.

America.
By holding its 14th annual meeting
in Honolulu at a time when U.S. contributions to multilateral lending institutions are under study, the bank
hopes to attract the attention of the
American government, especially
that of Treasury Secretary Donald
Regan, who is the U.S. governor on
the board. He will be represented at
the meeting by Deputy Secretary R.
Tim McNamar.

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) - The ruling Willem Kleynha.is, a political science professor at the
white minority voted yesterday in national elections that University of South Africa, said Botha will be in trouble if
could determine whether Prime Minister P.W. Botha will the voter turnout drops below 60 percent because most
continue his cautious reforms of South Africa's racial stayaways are likely to be disgruntled Nationalists.
segregation policies.
The most recent nationwide public opinion poll showed
About half of South Africa's 5 million whites are the Nationalists with 43 percent, down from 65 percent in
registered voters. The country's 23 million non-whites are the Nov. 30,1977 elections under the leadership of John
Vorster, who retired as prime minister in September
denied the right to vote.
1978.
Botha's Nationalist Party, which has dominated South
African politics for 33 years, was considered a certain The Nationalists, who control 137 of 165 seats, are in no
victor in the elections. But political analysts were wat- danger of losing their majority in Parliament, according
ching voter turnout as an indication of how many party to postal vote counts provided by the parties yesterday.
Election officials said they expected first returns by 5
right-wingers back Botha's moderation of apartheid
a.m. EDT Thursday, with final results expected by 5 p.m.
laws separating blacks and whites.

LEASING FOR FALL

SURFS

2 Bedroom Apts.

AT

Heat Incl. 9 Mo. Furn.

Forest Apts.
(Napoleon Rd.)

YES

5380/Mo.

NO

$315/Mo.

Up

Luther II
(841 Eighth St.)

FAshioN Buq CARRIES THE LARqEST

Luther III
(733-7 Manville)

NO

$325/Mo.

SEIECTION

Pendleton Realty

of

SWiMWEAR AT THE DEST pmCEs!!

353-3641 or 352-1619

319 E. Wooster

w

$fy*

1129 s. Main
GET 2 ITEMS
FREEl
ON ANY PIZZA
FRIDAY 11-2
eot-in or delivery
(shrimp count* at 2 Item.)

Ptf&

WATCH FOR OUR OTHER LUNCH SPECIALS 1

352-1504
516 E. Wooiter

«*WaiaWlng
152-8414

1 thought Bud was better,
but I've been proved wrong.
Ichose Schlitz.

(No Coupons Accepted)
One taste of Schlitz can change a lot of
minds. Recently, hundreds of loyal
Budweiser and Miller drinkers tasted
their beer and Schlitz side by side.
"I thought I knew
my beer—I thought
I'd choose Miller. But
I chose Schlitz.
Charles Walker
Sworn Miller Drinker

(V^,
2RIBEYE
STEAK
DINNERS

• All-You-Can-Eat
Salad Bar' Baked Potato
• Warm Roll with Butter

PLUS

BEVERAGE WITH
FREE REFILLS
(except milk)

I

COUPON MUSI
ACCOMPAN* PURCHASE

COUPON MUSI
"ACCOMPANY PURCHASE

! Save s2,77\ Save $2.77
2RIBEYESTEAK

DINNERS... $5.99
PLUS BEVERAGE

2RIBEYESTEAK
DINNERS...$5.99
PLUS BEVERAGE

WITH FREE REFILLS lexcepi milk)

WITH FREE REFILLS f e»«pi milk)

lMfl«MCO#o* tot CMAlt permit Cwvwt b. uwd m
<©m6*o1»o..ilho'TW<oWowm AppJicofct. toill not .
1
•CUM SolM!.i*»l«*l. 10 rl9.l«pnc. ■*»•'!»»*
to low AtPoriicipatififSiMfchiwMi

UMMmtoaivwfltpvmii Co»«>i to woo1 ■
(ortA^otion-it" otto, d.nounts ApplKoW. tout not

Offer good Apnl 24
thru May 3.1981

POflQ&WP

|CUT OUT THIS COUPON

Before the taste tests,
all the participants
signed affidavits
swearing they
were loyal Budweiser or Miller
drinkers. But
following the
tests, lots of
those tasters were
surprised. Because ^-VT*-*
after tasting their fa- ^«
vorite beer and Schlitz in
unlabeled mugs, many
found they preferred Schlitz.

•tcIgM Sik«lB«wlMHt'•••»*'»'«"»«',»*by lew AI*o>tK«onttgStto*ltevMl

Ol/er good Apnl 24
lhmMay3.1981

PQNUIWISK

■ ■■&■■■ CUT OUT THIS C0UP0N|

1544 E. Wooster

PONBEBOg
C IflflIP

Coca Cola ana Coke .fe-eainerea t<ade--«a<*i -nt*
xMrtMy tft* Mm* o'oduci 0< The Coca-Cola Company

"I've been drinkin'
Budweiser for 25
years. But tonight I
opted for Schlitz:
Elliot Marcus
Sworn Budweiser
Drinker

cm
7-r
One taste of
f
Schlitz convinced
them. "Schlitz has body, it has flavor,"
said Budweiser drinker |ames Seager. "It's
real quenching and real clean and very
drinkable', agreed Miller drinker Mike
Manely Budweiser drinker Robert Davis
summed up the feelings of many when he
said, "I'll have to stop by and pick up a
six-pack of Schlitz!"

One person who wasn't surprised is
Frank Sellinger. "Some people thought
it was risky to taste test my Schlitz on
national TV. But I was sure lots of
people would pick Schlitz over their
beers.
Three years ago I came to Schlitz
to make my best. And after 40 years
as a master brewer. I know this is it.
Taste one glass. You may like my Schlitz
better than your beer, tool'

cVy
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Classifieds
LOST 4 FOUND
LOST SET OF KEYS AROUND
SUNDANCE AREA LAST SAT.
SMALL
REWARD
IF
RETURNED BOB OR DAWN
3SKMI.
LOST 2 BASEBALL MITTS ON
4/23/11 AT INT FIELD 17. CALL
JEFF AT 154 17*5
LOST:
GOLD
WATCH.
SENTIMENTAL
VALUE.
REWARD OFFERED. NO
QUES. ASKED. CALL JTHltl.
Loet In/around Brattieut. WM.
Beta Theta PI sweatshirt ft red
umbrella. If found mem. please
contact Sendle 322 4Stl or Laurl
372«aM.
Found 1 earring at Fout'i
Laundry. In March. Call to
describe 352 l«ee\

SERVICH0FF1R«D
Big Profim Your own wholetale
business 2.000 last-selling Items.
Free success derails1 Horlions.
Bos S020 p. universal City. Calif.
»leOs.
EXPERT TYPING
REASONABLE RATES
352 7J05.
Typing on IBM Electronic SO.
Themes-S.60 d.s.pg. Nancy
352 0109
Rates for theses,
resumes, etc.
Early abortion, tests for
pregnancy and VD. birth control
Call Toledo Medical Services.
(4I») 243 3179.

PERSONALS
Renaissance Center in Detroit.
Saturday. May 23. Sign-up In
UAO office now.
Who's the best? On Saturday
you'll see! Alpha Phi's will score
a Beta vlctoryl

RUBBER STAMPS. 11.15 PER
LINE; specify regular or In
plastic pocket case, add II per
order tor tax/postage; 2 weeks
delivery;
Greek
letters
available; Rubber Stamps. Box
5544. Toledo. Ohio 434IX

Beta "500" proceeds donated to
"Big Brothers of Wood County"
«. "Children's Resource Center."
So do your part; vote for your
Beta "500" Queen today. Also
come to Happy Hours Frl. May I
4:30-?? at the Beta House 707 6th
St
I'm easy -I'm cheap ft. I'm fastwith t shirts for your group or
organization. Call Tim 352 2769
Picked up wrong jacket at
Uptown site 9/10 white w/belge
trim. To exchange call 2-1231 so I
don't have to shrink.
TIM RIZE BAND IS COMING
TO
THE
ATO
VIRGIN
ISLANDER
MAY
22 AT
COLLEGE PARK.

SIMPLE PLEASURES'
PLANT SALEI
20*4 oft entire stock 11
BETA "500" Happy Hours.
Beer, pizza & rock to the
sounds of CHILL FACTOR
Friday. May 1 at the Beta House
707 4th St. 4:30-7? Queen &
teams will also be announced.
A special thanks to 1911
MORTAR BOARDERSI Mary
Rlnehart. V.P. tapping &
initiation.

Sigma Chl's; What better way Is
there to welcome our fantastic
Spring Pledges than to have a
warm-up with youl We're all
psyched for some great limes'
Love. Delta Zeta.
BETA HAPPY HOURS
Vote for your "500" Queen
Today 9 5, Union foyer.

BETA

MANIA

BETA "We" BETA MANIA
MAY1
BETA '!••" BETA MANIA
MAY 2
BETA ■SM" BETA MNAIA
MAY 2

Alpha Xis-get psyched for the
Beta, it's in XI Bag. Let's go for
It. XI Love «. mine. Secret Spirit.

Brothers of Kappa Sigma:
Beta's drawing near
& you're gonna hear
the Star Dusters cheer
cause this Is the year
of the Crescent l the Start
Gook Luck. Love the Star
Dusters.

Alpha Slg Flames wish everyone
luck in the Beta especially the
guys we think the most of-our
Brothers.

T-SHIRTS
T-SHIRT)
T-SHIRT!
TIM 352-2749 or C.J. 352 4tW.

Sub-Me-Qulck draft happy hours:
Sun. thru Wed. S-lop.m.; Thurs..
Frl. l Sat. s-i p.m. 2 for I by the
mwer pttdier.

IW KAPPA SIGMA BETA SM
TEAM. Coach Eric Stevens.
Runner/Captain Frank GusteH,
Orof Burner, John Jefferles. Al
Nagy III, Jim Senneman. DriverSteve Fedor. Good Luck ft
THINK FAITH I

VIP.VIP.VIP.VIP.VIP
VIP.VIP.VIP.VIP.VIP
GOOD womtmii

Kappa Slgs:
Tomorrows the DAY-get ready to celebrate
with the girls who think
Kappa Sigma Rates!
Best of Luck.
Low the Star Dusters.
Dear Sherr-get psyched for
France! I'm soproudof you...but
who will teach me French next
year?? Je neh say pah. Love.
Your Roomie-Deb.
BETA HAPPY HOURS
Vote for your "500" Queen
Today 9-5, Union Foyer.
All VIP'ers. This week
you're thanked by
Hundreds...Bw|eyM 11

MIKE CONORATS ON YOUR
TKE PLEDGING I'M TRYING
TO UNDERSTAND, BUT I
NEED EXTRA SUPPORTDON'T LET 3 YRS. GO DOWN
THE DRAIN. LOVE. KAREN.

Ooose-congrats on your Kappa
Sigma-Chl Omega pinning. The

Brothers.
COUNT DOWN! 10 days until the
SIG EP bike race victory. Go for
It PACE, RIDE LIKE THE
WINDI
BETAS THE 500 IS THE
BIGGEST EVENT ON CAMPUS-

51W.

SUMMER R A positions avail, for
men A women. Apply at
Residence Lite Off. 42S Student
Services. For fur. Info call
372-2414. Deadline Frl. May etti.

Spring Qtr.—Sun A Fun—TShirts Tim 352 2769 or C.J.
352-4119.

Alpha Xi's are ready to cheer our
great Beta team to a victory!
We're behind you all the way

WANT TO BUY 3 MSB FLOOR
SEAT TICKETS FOR A GOOD
PRICEI PLEASE HELPI CALL

BETA "MO"
MAY1

ONLY BECAUSE YOU GUYS
ARE THE BEST AROUND!
GOOD LUCK THIS WEEK
ENDI CAROLYN.
Nancy Weber congratulations on
your engagement to Todd. We
wish you two the best of luck!
Love, your Gamma Phi Sisters.

Leslie. I knew we Boat span*)
much time together, but you still
are a bast frland ta me.
Remember ftsot. Lava, Kim.
Theta Chl's-Look out. It's another
Alpha XI ft Theta Chi cookoutl 11
LOVE, the sisters of Alpha XI.
Gamma Phi BETA mania
Gamma Phi BETA mania
Oatnma Phi BETA mania

2 or 4 people to take over lease for
apt. (E. Merry) for Fall II. Call
372-4011.

Leasing for Summer ft Fall. 3
bdrms. furn. w/alr. 525 N.
Enterprise. 352-4040 after 5 p.m.

La? Ash. I may be losing a little,
but I'm gaining a great excuse
for a road trip. Good Luck at
Miami. I'll miss you LOTSI
Love. Krlna.

Female students to share
opartment Spring Quarter. Ph.
352-7345.

Excell. deal on Summer rent.
Furn. AC apts. Call 352 4946 eves.

Delta Zeta-Congratulatlons on
you State Day Awardsl You're
the best I Love. Sally "Mom".

CAROLYN. WE'RE PROUD OF
YOUI
REIGNING
BETA
SWEETHEART.
YOUR
ROOMMATES.

Congratulations Sue. Alama ft
Pam on your Alpha Gam
pledging ft Connie on your Chi O
pledging. The Phi Psl Brothers.

Knight O. Good Luck with Beta
Queen. We all know you have it
hands down! Love, your Alpha XI
Sisters.

Four...Threa...Two..., This
year's No. 1, Kappa Sigma
Brothers. Get psyched for all the
fun! Good luck at Beta) Love.
The Star Dusters.

Tern Steirerl Good luck at State
Baton Twirl Competition! Love.
Your Phi Mu Sisters.

Don't miss the Miss BGSU
Scholarship Pageant held May 9
at 7:00 p.m. Preliminaries held
May I at 8:00 p.m.

Chris Strlder congratulations on
being tapped Into Mortar Board.
Keep up the good work! Love.
your Gamma Phi Sisters.

TheWii
TheWlz
The Wlz
TheWlz
TheWlz
TheWlz

SUMME R RA positions avail, for
men ft women. Apply at
Residence Lite OH. 435 Student
Services. For fur. info call
372-2454 Deadline FT. May I.

BETA
SM"
MAY 2
BETA
SM"
MAY 2
BETA "SM
MAY 2
BETA "SM"
MAY 3

To my favorite Kappa Slg golfer.
CHUNKY SVEN: Good Luck
Tonight I Love. Tracey.

BETA MANIA
WANTED

BETA MANIA

2 F. rmtes. for next year. Very
nice apts University Village. Call
Beth 352-4M7

BETA MANIA

Apt. to subls. for Sum. Qtr. 1
bdrm. turn. All utll. Includ. AC.
Paid I Call 352-4247.

BETA MANIA

Lit' Bonnie, Congratulations for
making the Cheerleadlng Squad!
I'm so proud of you. Love. Krlna.
CATCH THAT BETA FEVER.
The AX's have and we're
PSYCHEOI
Even though the weather's
getting warmer. It could nevar
get as hot as a warm-up with the
DZ's! Get ready to burnt The
Brothers ot Sigma Chi.

Quiet M. student to sublet 1
bdrm. apt. Summer Qtr. SI22.50
mo., price negotiable. Jeff
352 0691.

2 F. grad students to share apt. (1
ft t? (possibly Summer fl Qtr.)
Norvsmokers. Call 352 9170.
HELP WANTED
GRADUATING SENIORS
International
Resource
Development Corporation Is
looking for 6 or 7 Individuals that
are Interested In land leasing.
Must be aggressive ft have good
salesmanship.
Excell.
commission pay. Start work In
June. Call Marc Perkins for
Interview. 372-H7I.
We need dedicated workers for
the entire summer. If you would
like I2S3 per week, experience ft
travel call 353-1131 for Interview.
FOR SALE
1977 VW Rabbit. Good mileage.
AM/FM stereo. Must sell. Call
'833 1113, otter 7 p.m.
2 bdrm. mobile home, new
carpet, new water heater, new
furnace. S3.M0 or MOO down pay.
ft 1152 mo. 352 3312
Couch/chair set-modern style.
Excell. cond. Best offer. 352-4232.
Sony stereo music system 40
watts/channel. 12(5 or best offer.
Call 2 6467.
FOR RENT
Apt.. 2 bdrm. turn. Ith ft High,
II fC sch. yr„ Call Rich 372-5542.

1 F. RMTE. TO SHARE APT.
WITH 3 OTHER GIRLS!
CAMPUS
MANOR
APTS.
BEHIND DINO'S. FOR 1901-12
SCH. YRI CALL 372-6415.

Summer: 2 bdrm. turn. apts. 1450
for 3 full mo. 705 7th St. Call
352 2643

Rmte. for 19(|.a2 school year?
Call Ed at 1-332 3203.

Elec. Only 1540 entire summer.
352 3900 for Info.

Sublet for Summer: Haven
House. 2 bdrm. turn. apt. AC,

Subis. Summer only. 4 bdrm.
house namr Oino's 1400 mo.
unfurn. Call 372-54M.
Furn. eHlc. to subls. June 1st.
1125 mo. Call 352 1719 after 3:30
Summer ft Fall 2 bdrm. unfurn.
apts. 1400 tor entire summer,
1355 mo. tor 9V» mo. lease, 1300
mo. for 1 yr. lease. Rent Includ.
gas heat ft cooking. No pets. Mid
Am Manor. Third ft Fourth Sts.
352 43*0.
1 bdrm. apt. to sublet Sum Qtr. or
possible 12 mo. lease. 4th St. Very
reasonable rent. 352 1S47.
To subls. Summer only. Spacious
4 bdrm. house 2 blks. from
campus. Semi-turn. 1203 mo.
357 2324
REDUCED SUMMER RATES
ON APARTMENTS. CALL
NEWLOVE REALTY 352 5143.
Summer
Rentals-houses,
apartments ft single rooms. Near
campus. Phone 352-7345.
Summer 831 7th St. 2 bdrm. furn.
apts. S450 tor entire summer.
Call John Newlove Real Estate
352 6553.
Summer S21 E. Merry 2 bdrm.
turn apts. Near Univ. 1450 tor
entire summer. Call John
Newlove Real Estate 352 6553.
Furn. upper duplex for summer
ft tall. Furn. lower duplex
Summer. 352KXQ9
140' J Menville. 2 bdrm.. females
only. Immediate possession, near
Univ. Call John Newlove Real
Estate 352-4553.
To subls: Sum. only. Spacious 1
bdmr. apt. 4 blks. from cmapus.
Totally furn. Reduced Sum.
rates. 1120 mo. 352 3197.

Seniors help improve students at BG with your pledge to the Class of '81 Financial Aid Loan Fund and say 'thanks' to the college, department or program of your choice. Accept the Challenge, May 4-8!
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WITH THIS COUPON'

$2.00 OFF.I
ANY SWEATSHIRT

or $1.00 OFF SWEATPANTS
Thur-Fri-Sat only

FALCON HOUSE

(4/30-5/2)

140 E. WOOSTER

Sportswear & Running Gear
10-5:30 M-S

PROGRAMMER/ANALYST
Immediate opening for Programmer/Analyst with a BS degree. Minimum of
3 years experience preferably with IBM
System 370. Must be experienced with
COBOL, as well as CICS. Excellent compensation and benefit package for
qualified candidate. Write or call:
AUTOLITE
Bendix Autolite Corporation
P.O. Box 880
Fostoria, Ohio 44830
419-435-6655

Bendnrg

352-3610
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Drookdale Stables
Public Trail Riding
English & Western
Lessons

6552193

Boarding
Hay Rides
Party Facilities

Exit Cygnet Exit 171 From I-75. Drive West To
2nd Crossroad. Turn South (Mitchell Rd.)
Next Crossroad Is Freyman Rd.
Turn East b Continue 200 Yds.

14810 FREYMAN RD. - CYGNET
•BGSU classes available for credit and non-credit for*
fall, winter, spring and summer quarters.

Pi Kappa Alpha proudly
announces it's
Spring Quarter Pledge Class
PoulSypek

Tim Thibert

Doug Black

Mike Jonescu

Doug Blackburn

Kevin Ketner

Dave Bruno

Don Mcftoe

Mike Bunt

Paul Ranney

Andy Cajka
Mike Fine

Bill Roberts
Brian Samuelson

PatGoccetta

Dale Schultz

Dewey Galls
Mike Gerkin

Kevin Shark
Kevin Sharkey

John Ice

Mori Sullivan

Congratulations
Tf >f MMH»

Attention
Students & All Others Interested in
Parties, People & A Lot Of Fun

PORTAGE QUARRY OFFERS
HoRscskoES

VollEybAll

Wind StmfiNq

PIC ROASTS

PARTIES

One at the beginning of
the summer and one at
the end. Free for all pass
holders.

Whenever the urge hits
you! Just contact Mike
at the Downtown Bar.

LESSONS

QUICK RELIEF
We are only one mile
south of B.G. on Rt. 25 J
(Main St.) right across
from Portage Drive In.

May Day Hey

Complete Service for Imported
and Small Domestic Cars

COCO's Annual
Spring Fling - Beer Blast
Held May 1, 1981
8:00pm- 12:00 am
Everyone is welcome - $2.00 at the door

JOIN PORTAGE QUARRY FOR THE SUMMER
Rates are: Students $25.00

Special Group Rate (for 30 or
i tore) $20.00 per person

Starting Memorial Day Weekend
Admission will be $2.00
All Passes are to be purchased at the Downtown Bar.

Live Music

Western theme

Held at the Wood County Fairgounds
Junior Fair building

Ask for Mike or Roy
»*»»»*»»*>*«»<««»*»»»»»««««««>«
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Profs evaluate Reagan's speech
speech better, but there was improve- ditional reports every four months.
ment in his non-verbal communica- The reports will contain an analysis of
tion skills. Tucker said Reagan's smil- Reagan's speech patterns and recoming, laughing, and grinning looked mendations on how he can improve
more genuine that ever.
them
In addition, the White House has set
He said Reagan's speech was
historic because it is the first time in up communication with Weaver and
history a president has ever been shot Tucker for the professors to contact
and made a comeback.
them with ideas.
Weaver said that in the initial report
Tucker termed Reagan's speech they concentrated on Reagan's com"magnificently effective," and said it munication skills.
is sure to sway votes in Congress and
obtain the support of the American
THE PROFESSORS said In the
people for Reagan's economic nine-page report thai Reagan's
package.
greatest strengths are his optimistic
"We, (Tucker and myself), really outlook, his ability to perform in imthink Reagan is one of the most in- promptu situations, and his great
teresting and most effective com- sense of humor.
Weaver said future reports will conmunicators
since
Franklin centrate
on Reagan's messages.
Roosevelt," Weaver said.
The presidential assassination atTHE TWO professors studied tempt made the public recognize
Reagan's communications skills dur- Reagan's skill as a communicator,
ing the 1900 election and submitted Weaver said.
"Respect for him and appreciation
their report to the Associated Press,
which distributed it to newspapers for him has Increased dramatically
(since the assassination attempt),"
around the world.
The White House read the report because of Reagan's sense of humor,
and asked the professors to submit ad- Weaver explained.

by Mary Barnes
and Kally Armatrong

If you didn't know President
Reagan had been shot, you wouldn't
be able to tell from his televised
speech Tuesday night before a Joint
session of Congress, Dr. Raymond
Tucker of the University's School of
Speech Communication, said.
Tucker, along with Dr. Richard
Weaver, also of the the School of
Speech Communication.has been asked by the White House to submit
quarterly reports on Reagan's communication skills. They will be submitting a special report to the White
House on Reagan's address to Congress.
Tucker said Reagan had a little bit
of "frogginess" in bis throat at the
beginning of the speech, and he appeared gaunt and fatigued, but there
were only "very little signs" of the
March 30 shooting. Tucker said
Reagan looked very spirited and in
good shape.
REAGAN delivered the speech better than any he had in the past, Tucker
said. He said Reagan not only read the

Council debates new vacation closing date
Academic Council met yesterday in
a special meeting to decide what day
the University will close for Memorial
Day.
Council had changed the date from
Monday, May 25, to Friday, May 29, at
its Feb. 4 meeting. This was in accordance with a state law, effective April
14, which requires that Memorial Day
be observed on May 30, not on the last
Monday in May.
FERRARI SAID the law would
either force the University to close on

the 25th or to use its discretion on the
matter.
Thus, council passed a motion
which would move the holiday back to
Monday and restore the four-day
finals week if the University is so required. If the University is given
discretion, though, the day off will remain the 29th and finals will last five
days.
THIS ALSO required council to
create a five-day finals week, as the
switch increased the number of Mon-

day classes above the required 10.
Yesterday's meeting was needed
because of the Ohio General
Assembly's action to defer the switch
by one year. Dr. Michael Ferrari,
University provost and executive vice
president, said the bill will probably
be approved this week.
Ferrari later said the one-year
deferment was initiated in the
legislature because of concerns raised
about activities and schedules already
planned for the 25th.

staff photo by Dean Kocpfltr

What's a friend for?
Friends share, and during Tuesday's heavy rains. Bob Wingler decided that he should share a big puddle
with his friends Rodney Schmidt, left, and Brian Hart, right.
The three are members of the Mansfield High School Concert Symphonic Band, which played at the
University Tuesdsy.

TROPICAL PARADISE

WOOD COUNTY
AUTO CLUB

MffA rnl S^fll) fOTBW

May 2, 1981
$

24

Limited
Time
Offer

95
Per Lens

SAME DAY REPLACEMENT
For most Bausch & Lomb Soft Contact
Lenses
or

MM m Mnc

SM&6MSJI

PM&MS*

DsMs&E,

SfesftEfsit

IMI&M

Na*r&M

Mtry&Dsn

Jews/ & Sfsw

IswAMb

hwaftea*

Kifli&M

"RockiiV In Paradise"

S9900
SAME DAY FITTING

WE MAKE TRAVEL A-WHOLE-LOT EASIER!
24 hrs. Emergency Road Service
World Wlda Travel Agency
Airline Tickets, Cruises', Tours
Personalized Travel Service
Tour Books, Maps,
Trip-tics, Camping Quldes
Travelers Checks
(Only $1.00 service fee up to $5,000)
$5,000 Bail Bond Service
$200 Guaranteed Arrest Bond
Anti-Theft Reward

Effective Legislation Work
School "Safely Education
Club Publication
Credit Card Protection
Hotel-Motel Reservations
Winter Road Condition Reports
Csr Rental Discount
(30 percent Avis and Hertz)
Passport Photos
Auto License Service
Motorcoach Tours

Including Deluxe Care Kit, all follow-up
visits, and thirty day trial wearing period.

IF YOU'VE EVER THOUGHT ABOUT JOINING

An eye examination is required before
lenses can be fitted, and is thirty dollars
additional.

Dr. J. Eric Vandemark
Optometrist
North Baltimore

HELD OVER!!
2nd BIG WEEK
"THE HOWLING" (R)
at 7:30 and 9:30

ENDS TONIQHT
BACKROADS (R)
at 7:30 and 9:20 p.m.
STARTS FRIDAY
RINQO STARR IN
"THE CAVEMEN" (R)
a^3pand9j20^n.

nmmw Jim
iTAetutmcii
AtlSIATS ANrTIMI
MUT

ENDS TONIQHT
"HARDLY WORKING" (Q)
at 7:30
STARTS FRIDAY
WILDERNESS FAMILY -"
(Q)
at 7:30 and 9:15 p.m.

PORTAGE DRIVE IN

STARTS FRIDAY
3 BIQ DAYS
THE YEAR'S BIGGEST
HITS
"POPEYE" (PO) at 8:30
and
I "AIRPLANE" (PG( at 10:301
I BOX OFFICE OPENS AT S |
Bjjft,

Seniors:
Accept the
•81 Challenge,
May 4-8

Coll or visit TODAY:

9

257-2097

Mattie's Pappagallo
THUtSOAVIS
STUMNTNIOHTI
msanm
vauMnsa

THE AUTO CLUB NOW'S THE TIME!

There's a new store in Maumee that's just right for you.
Mattie's Pappagallo is full of fresh flowers and fresh ideas
for your Spring wardrobe.

,
1

228 W. Wayne St.
(2 blocks wast of Conant)
Maumee, Ohio
419-893-8238

M., Tu., W., Fri.-10 to 5:30; Thurs.W to 7:00; Sat. to 5:00

WOOD COUNTY AUTO CLUB
352-5276
414 E. Wooster

Bowling Green

Dixie Electric Co.
An Entertainment Utility

25481 N. Dixie Hwy. Perrysburg, Ohio
874-8649

Dirty Joke
Party
Friday May 1st
If you have a favorite joke write
it down and bring it with you
because we are looking for the
person with the best joke.
Besides jokes the Dixie will be
serving ONLY the best In Rockn-Roll & plenty of KAMI KAZES.
Doors open 8pm
Comi Plug Youoill In

■ Tb« 10 Nawi April 30, 1M1

Sports.
York signs goaltender,
3 forwards to program
An all-star goaltender from
Massachusetts and three forwards
who played Junior hockey in Ontario
last winter have signed national letters of intent with Bowling Green.
BG Coach Jerry York announced
the signing of goalie Wayne Collins of
Burlington, Mass., Dave Randerson of
Stratford, Ontario, George Roll of
Blue Island, 111., who has played
junior hockey in Oshawa, Ontario, and
Dan Kane of Clinton, NY, who played
junior hockey in Nepean, Ontario.
"We are pleased with our recruiting
so far," York said, "but we are still
actively involved with several other
prospects. Our primary objective this
year was quality, not quantity. Since
we had eight freshmen who played
regularly for us this year, we did not
need a big class."
Collins fills the most pressing need
since the Falcons must replace the
graduating Wally Charko, who has
played in the BG net for the last four
years. The 6-3, 210-pound Collins won
first team all-scholastic honors from
the Boston Herald-American, and second team from the Boston Globe
after an excellent season at Burlington High School.
"Wayne is a stand-up goalie with
tremendously quick hands," said his
high school coach Ed Cahoon. "I don't
know where we would have been
without him."
YORK IS very pleased to have signed Collins. "Wayne was generally
considered to be the top goaltending

Confidence:
Falcons smash YSU

prospect in the New England area. He
possesses all the tools to become a
fine collegiate goaltender. His size
will certainly be a tremendous plus,"
he said.
Collins compiled a 2.9 goals against
average in 18 games for Burlington
last season.
Randerson helped the Stratford
Cullitons to their Junior B league
championship this year. The 6-4,
200-pound right wing scored 24 goals
and assisted on 39 others for 63 points
in 36 games this winter.

by Tracy Collins
News Stall Raporter

Bowling Green tennis coach Bob Gill had strong fears about his team's
performance yesterday against Youngstown State, but none of them were
realized as the Falcons posted a 7-2 victory at the Bowling Green Racquet
Club.
"We find it very easy to be overconfident at what we are doing," Gill said.
"I had fears that we were not ready to play. I still don't think we were quite
as ready as I wanted us to be, but hopefully by this weekend we will be."
The victory gives the Falcons a 12-7 record going into this weekend's
quadrangular meet at Toledo against Detroit, Ball State and Toledo.
Yesterday's match was much closer than the score indicates. Three of the
BG victories were decided by two games or less (the teams played 10 game
pro sets). Barry Conlan nipped Mike Fraley 10-9; Mike Zekas held on to an
early lead to defeat Chip Chuey 10-8; and the doubles team of Eric HoeckerWarren Kramer downed Terry Lyden-Chuey 10-8.
In other Falcon victories, Rick Bechtel downed Pierre Tanguay 10-5; Dave
Epstein beat Lyden 10-3; Alan Benson crushed Mike Gregg 10-2; and
Epstein-Zekas beat Fraley-David Thompson 10-2. Youngstown State's points
came when Thompson beat Bud Vetter 10-8 and Tanguay-Fraley defeated
Conlan-Fuentes 10-6.
Gill said that he was particularly happy with the performances of Bechtel
and Benson.
"Alan Benson did an excellent job," he said. "Alan in the last week has
really regained some of the form he had early in the year for us. It gives me
renewed hope that he will really help us down the stretch."

Roll was a first team all-league
selection after leading the Oshawa
Legionnaires to their league championship. A 6-1, 180-pound left wing,
Roll was a teammate of BG freshman
John Samanski, the Falcons' rookie of
the year in 1979-80. Roll scored 26
goals and had 44 assists for a total of
70 points in 37 games for Oshawa this
year.
"Both Randerson and Roll will add
size and physical strength to our
squad," York said. "Their ability to
handle the puck well and still utilize
their strength will fill a void that we
had this year."
Kane is a playmaking center
iceman. The 5-9, 160-pounder played
for the Nepean Raiders in a Tier II
Junior A League this year. He had 25
goals and 47 assists for 72 points in 45
games this season. "Dan is an excellent skater," York said. "He is considered one of the top playmakers in
his league."

Club Clips.
Bowling Green's men's club lacrosse team won the Mid-American Conference Tournament last weekend at Toledo, beating Ohio University, 12-4 for
the title. BG beat Miami, 7-3, and Kent State, 13-0, to gain a berth in the championship game.

stall photo by Dale Ocnori
BG's Barry Conlan serves In yesterday's match against
Youngstown State, played at the Bowling Qreen Racquet Club.

The two Mid-American Conference matches this weekend will be crucial
to the Falcons, Gill said. BG takes a 2-2 MAC record into the matches.
"Ball State, on paper, is tougher," Gill said, "although Toledo is playing
very well right now. It looks like all of their players are really playing up to
their potential."
Gill said that his team is struggling to accomplish that goal.
"We are not yet playing up to our potential. I think our singles against Mercyhurst College (Pa.) played pretty decently, even though we lost five threesetters. Our doubles against both Mercyhurst and Purdue played very close
to the way I expected us to play during the year."
Gill said that some of his players' performances depend on confidence and
that Bechtel and Benson have their confidence up at this point. He added that
Conlan is fighting his, and that it is hampering his performance.
"My confidence is struggling a little bit, and it really hurt losing four
straight matches over the weekend," Conlan said. "What I really need is a
big win, but it seems that just when I am about to get one, it doesn't come. I
had hoped to peak by this time."
"You just have to hope that you hit a peak the week of the Mid-American
Conference tournament (May 14-16)," Gill said. "We haven't peaked yet by
any means, and I'm hoping that we start to peak pretty soon."

Olympic disappointment
fails to 'sink' BG coach
by Joey Maglll
News staff reporter

When you are running in the Olympic Trials, you do not want to finish
fourth. That's common knowledge
among runners.
A runner who finishes fourth at the
Trials has to retire or wait four more
years, knowing that he was one player
away from reaching every athlete's
goal-the Olympic Games.
What happens to the runners who
finish in fourth place? Sid Sink, assistant coach for Bowling Green's men's
track team and coach of the women's
cross country team, finished just
three seconds out of third place in the
5,000-meter run in the 1972 trials at
Eugene, Ore.
"Initally I was down," Sink recalled, "because I had failed to make the
Olympics. Later in the summer, I
really suffered from finishing fourth. I
waited around for the phone call inviting me to be an alternate, and when
it never came, I went through the
disappointment all over again."

Two members ol BQ's men's track team are just a blur as they pass assistant track coach Sid Sink. Sink *""
used to be little more than i blur when he ran for BQ's track team In 1972 and narrowly missed qualifying
for the 5,000-meter run In the 72 Olympics.
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Bengals select Samoa as pro draft concludes
NEW YORK (AP) - Quarterback
Samoa Samoa of Washington State,
whose cousin. Jack "Throwin' Samoan" Thompson, is a quarterback
with Cincinnati, was picked yesterday
by the Bengals in the ninth round of
the National Football League draft.
The draft concluded with the final
six of the 12 rounds-332 players in all at the Sheraton Hotel in midtown
Manhattan.
Where a crowd of several hundred
packed the balcony Tuesday to watch
representatives of the NFL's 28 teams
can the naxus of the most prized col-

legians in the nation, barely a dozen
hard-core fans were on hand yesterday.
The final player chosen, by the
Oakland Raiders, was Phil Nelson, a
tight end from the University of
Delaware. When his name was called, the 16-hour, 19-minute draft came
to a close.
The most popular position was
defensive back with 54 selected. In
addition, the 28 teams drafted 48 running backs, 45 linebackers, 42 wide
receivers, 29 defensive tackles, 28 offensive tackles, 22 tight ends, 20 defen-

sive ends, 17 quarterbacks, 17 guards,
six placekickers, five centers and one
punter. That amounts to 177 offensive
players, 148 on defense and seven
specialists.
The University of Pittsburgh had
the most players taken, 12, followed
by nine from Southern Cal. The top
conference was the Pacific 10, with 42
chosen, followed by 32 from the Big
Eight.
Samoa, a 6-2, 202-pounder whose
cousin also quarterbacked for
Washington State, played four games
as a reserve in 1979 and last year com-
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PERHAPS just as disappointing
was Sink's performance in the
steeplechase at the same meet As the
American record holder and two-time
NCAA champion In the steeple, he
was one of the favorites entering the
race.
"I hadn't run a good steeple all
year," he said. "I wasn't strong mentally. The weather was very hot, and
that combined with my attitude to
psyche me out. I just didn't have the
confidence to perform well."
Sink's naming career has had its
share of ups and downs, but perhaps
the greatest success he achieved occured in the summer of 1971. He won
his second consecutive NCAA
steeplechase title, and two weeks
later broke the American record at
the AAU Championships in Eugene.

pleted 105 of 200 passes for 1,668 yards
and nine touchdowns. He was the most
valuable player in the Hula Bowl all"WITH A LAP to go I was 60 yards
star game.
out of the lead and in fifth place," he
Cincinnati's representative insisted said. "I just went berserk on the last
Thompson's presence on the team had lap and ran about a sixty second
nothing to do with the drafting of quarter, and that includes four
Samoa. "We need another good hurdles and a water jump."
quarterback, and he is one," a
In the early seventies Sink was not
Bengals official said.
the only track star BG had. There was
A pair of Associated Press first- also a runner named Dave Wottle.
team all-America guards went in the Sink said he and Wottle got along fine
ninth - Nebraska's Randy Schleusener and supported each other's success.
"There was never a problem betto the Cleveland Browns and Baylor's
ween us personally," he said. "I did
Frank Ditta to the Chicago Bears.

feel a little jealous when he won the
gold medal, but that didn't last We're
still really good friends, and we vacation together during the summer."
Wottle's trademark, his golf cap,
was Sink's idea and not Wottle's.
"In fact, when we started doing it on
our four mile relay team three of us
wore hats and Wottle didn't," he said.
"It was really kind of a joke. I wore a
baseball hat another guy wore a golf
cap and other wore a black beret."
Along with his American record,
Sink was an all-American nine times
and a national champion four times.
When he finally gave up running, he
said it was a hard decision but adds
his coaching has made it a lot easier.
SINK GRADUATED from the
University with a bachelor's degree in
math in 1972. One year later be received his master's degree in physical
education. He was named the
women's cross country coach in 1978.
During those years in between he did
some running, teaching and coaching.
"Up through 1976 I taught at
Elmwood Junior High School and did
no coaching at all," he said. "I ran full
time and gave the 1976 Olympics a
try."
When he failed to make the Olympic
squad he nearly stopped running competitively. Sink then took on jobs as
junior high track and basketball
coach at Elmwood. Then came his appointment as the women's cross country coach. As a coach, Sink admits he
is inexperienced, but be is very willing
to learn.
"Right now I have no ambition of
being a head coach anywhere," he
said. "There's a lot to learn and many
responsibilities. I feel you need to
learn the ropes as an assistant coach,
and then you can search for a head
coach job.
"All the further I'm looking ahead is
the next few years. My goals now are
to do the best job here with the men
and women that I can All of my goals
are pointed toward improvement in
the Mid-American Conference."
If Sink is able to spread bis
knowledge among the runners he
coaches, then he will achieve his
goals. Who knows? Maybe he will be
able to coach someone who is good
enough to finish fourth in the Olympic
trials. After all, he has the experience.

